
Table System 900



The fl exibly applicable 
multifunctional table o� ers a 
variety of possibilities  

The Table System M900 is more than just a lectern worktop. Thanks to its 
pneumatic spring mechanism the table top glides gently to whatever height 
the user requires. This is how the “elevator table” can be adapted to any situa-
tion extremely easily as a table for quick meetings or for storing and filing next 
to the workplace. The table can be easily relocated on the optional casters; it 
can be equipped with a varying base plate for a stable and elegant impression. 
The multifunctional Table System M900 by Merkt stands out due to flexibility, 
variability and its high-value appearance. It is an essential feature in any office 
or reception environment.

All variants can be combined with 
floor plates. The tables equipped 
with pneumatic springs can also be 
combined with casters or glides. 

1 Height adjustment. Pneumatic 
spring height adjustment by hand 
release. Height adjustment range: 
28,35’’ to 45,67’’ table height. Fixed 
height and adjustable versions 
using regular perforations in the 
frame are also available.

2 Guiding mechanisms.
High-grade roller guiding mecha-
nisms ensure maximum stability 
and optimum gliding qualities.  

3 Base. Interchangeable plates 
plates and mobile base elements 
make it easier to suit individual 
customer requirements.

4 Finish. Frames are supplied 
with a high-grade powder coating. 
Various frame parts are also availa-
ble in stainless steel or chromed 
versions. 
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A flexible solution for “tiny spaces”.
The new, mobile lectern table by 
Merkt offers two options for height 
adjustment. On the one hand, Merkt 
offers the pneumatic spring height 
adjustment with hand release and an 
adjustment range from 28,35’’ to 
45,67’’, on the other hand with pin 
adjustment also in the range from 
28,35’’ to 45,67’’. 

The side table offers a convenient, 
free standing position and is suitable 
as a speaker’s lectern and as a small 
mobile side table which can easily 
assume many further tasks. The table 
can be easily relocated on the optio-
nal casters by just slightly tilting the 
desk.

The mobile side table can be stacked 
in a small place and stored safely 
thanks to its space-saving design.
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